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Objective

Research libraries are under increasing financial/economic, pedagogical, and technological pressures. Perhaps most importantly, user expectations are evolving to include new activities and ignore long-standing services. Many research libraries are in the process of transforming in numerous ways in response to these pressures and changing expectations. Acquisitions, cataloging, preservation, and other traditional technical services (TS) operations are integral to the successful delivery of services and research information but are often large, well-established and complex. For these reasons TS operations are considered by many to be focal points in efforts to transform research libraries.

The objective of this study is to offer guidance to library administrators considering a redesign of TS operations in their institutions by providing a model for analyzing their own collections and organizational structures. The central question of this study is, how do institutions with a high percentage of electronic resources expend their TS dollars? Answering this question is important because the nature of the materials processed by TS units are a primary factor in determining the skills and workflows necessary to effectively and efficiently acquire, describe, organize, and make available the resources needed by faculty, researchers, and students.

Phase I: Organization Charts

The rapid growth in electronic resources in many research collections has prompted some libraries to create new units to manage these resources. Phase I of this research project had two purposes. The first was to analyze publicly available organization charts of selected research libraries' TS units to identify which institutions have units dedicated to electronic resources. Twenty-eight (28) institutions, many represented in the current ARL Leadership and Career Development Program cohort, were chosen for the project. The second purpose was to identify institutions that integrate TS with other operations at the Associate University Librarian/Assistant Director (AUL/AD) level in the organization structure. Initially staff and librarians numbers within these units were also counted but this proved to be difficult to do accurately and consistently. Organization charts were not available for six of the selected institutions. Despite these absences, the information gathered was beneficial, as these highlights indicate:

• Twelve (12) of the twenty-two (22) selected institutions have units whose primary focus is some aspect of electronic resources management (e.g., licensing, cataloging, access).

• Seven (7) institutions integrate TS units with information technology (IT) units at the AUL/AD level. This was lower than expected.

• While ‘Collections’ was the most common term in AUL/AD titles (8 times), ‘Technical Services’ was present for four (4) institutions.

Phase II: ARL Collection Data

Selected 2010 Data for Integrated TS Structures

This chart highlights some of the data from institutions with TS units organized alongside other library operations.

Phase II focused on gathering, analyzing, and occasionally transforming ARL annual survey data from all twenty-eight study institutions for the years 2007-2010. Originally 2011 data was to be included but the annual ARL report had not yet been finalized. Collection data was the primary focus but staff and operating expenditure data was also reviewed to develop a better understanding of each institution. The following steps were performed to analyze the data. Some of this data is illustrated in the chart on the right.

• Created index for rankings based on 2010 e-resource expenditures and percentage of materials budget committed toward e-resources.

• Created groupings based on size of staff, total volume count, ebooks held, and ejournals held to identify possible relationships to organization structure.

• Reviewed data for institutions that integrate TS units with other library operations to identify similarities or trends.

Preliminary Findings

A possible relationship between integrated TS organization structures and institutions that spend the highest percentage of their materials budget on e-resources was detected. Wayne State, Pittsburgh, Purdue, MIT, and several others have blended acquisitions, cataloging/metadata, and sometimes preservation units with IT, learning & teaching technology, digital initiatives, and scholarly communication units while also aggressively committing financial resources to growing their electronic collections. Surprisingly, these integrated TS structures do not always include units whose primary responsibility is e-resource management. It is possible these institutions did not see a need to focus on format in naming their units because they acquire so little print. The expected relationship between total e-resource dollars and integrated TS operations was not observed.

Analysis of the organization charts and collection data for the twenty-two selected institutions also produced some unexpected results. For example, the institutions that expended the most total dollars for e-resources tend to commit 45% to 60% to electronic, suggesting that a significant portion of their collection dollars are still being spent on print and other non-electronic content.

Next Steps: Phase III

The third and final phase of this project will consist of interviews of select AUL/AD at the reviewed institutions. The interviews will be conducted during the summer of 2012. The goals of the interviews will be to gather more detail about their TS operations, confirm influence, if any, collection trends have on decisions regarding TS operations. The interviews will also explore more specifically the impact of TS on the broader organization, how and if the TS change is going to impact the overall organization, and whether the information gathered will be used to realign the organization.

Sample questions:

• When were technical services operations last reorganized or restructured? What was the impetus for the change(s)?

• Do you have current plans to reorganize or foresee the need to reorganize technical services operations in the next five years?

• What is the current size of your technical services operations? Are there areas in which you anticipate realocating staffing?

• Which operations, if any, are outsourced? Are the providers commercial vendors or partners?

• Your ARL survey responses indicate electronic expenditures account for _% of FY10 collection expenditures. How do you anticipate this changing in the next five years and what effect will this have on technical services operations?

• How are data management and data archiving integrated into library operations?

• Are there factors that are unique to your institution that prevent implementation of a different TS structure?